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Abstract - In statistical modeling, regression analysis is a set of statistical processes for estimating the relationships among variables [3]. 
Regression is a supervised form of machine learning which learns from training data. A good regression model, trained over a sample, helps 
us estimate the population relationship as close as possible, No regression model is perfect and can model the entire population without any 
error. Error in regression models classified as reducible and irreducible errors. The reducible error consists of Bias and variance, which 
impacts the predictive power of our model [8]. The bias is an error from erroneous assumptions in the learning algorithm. High bias can 
cause an algorithm to miss the relevant relations between features and target outputs (underfitting) [4]. The variance is an error from 
sensitivity to small fluctuations in the training set. High variance can cause an algorithm to model the random noise in the training data, 
rather than the intended outputs (overfitting)[4]. In this article we presented graphically how model complexity, sample size and number of 
features or independent varialbles affect Bias and variance. We used some simulated and some actual data sets to show these dependency 
relationships. 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
In almost all real life situations, predictions are made 
based on previous experience by extrapolating the 
available data. The extrapolation requires a functional 
relationship between the response (y) and the 
predictor variables (x ) which is obtained by 
numerically fitting the data. A model function is 
assumed with unknown parameters between the 
response and the predictor variables. The unknown 
parameters are obtained from regression analysis and 
are used for predictions. The regression analysis is 
extensively used in Engineering, Business, Stock 
Market, Economics, Medicine, Health Sciences and 
Physical Sciences etc. The simplest model function 
used in regression analysis is the linear function given 
by, y = ∑ β x  where x = 1 and β  (i=1 to n) are 
called model parameters or coefficients. The estimate 
y of y can be obtained as y = ∑ β x  
When the data contains non-linear relationship 
between independent variables and responese 
variable, regression with linear function leads to 
erroneous predictions. In such cases a non linear 
model function is used to fit the data. Usually a 
polynomial model function given by y = P (x ) =
β + β x + β x +. . . . . . . +β x = ∑ β x  where 
P  is the polynomial of order k is used to fit the data 
and obtain the parameters[2]. 
Any regression analysis carried out on practical data 
involves errors. The error function E is defined as 
E = ∑ ( y − y) . There are two types of errors, 
irreducible and reducible errors. The data collection 
methods involve some intrinsic error which is called 
the irreducible error because this kind of errors 
cannot be reduced by the model fitting. The reducible 
type of error can be due to bias, which is introduced 
by our assumption about the model, and variance, an  
 
error due the training sample we used. The reducible 
type of errors can be reduced. 
The Bias is the error that is introduced into the model 
when we fit a lower order polynomial than the one 

that is needed to explain the data and the Variance is 
the error that is introduced into the model, when the 
data is fit to a higher order polynomial than needed. 
The error function in terms of Bias and Variance is 
given by E[(y− f(x) )] = Bias[f(x)] + Var[f(x) +
σ , where sigma is the standard deviation of the 
irreducible error [6]. 
The following bulls-eye diagram [7] is a pictorial 
representation of Bias and Variance in regression 
models. Imagine that the center of the target is a 
model that predicts the correct values. When we 
move away from the center, the bias increases and 
when the spread within the dots increases the 
variance increases. 

 
Linear Hypothesis and Error or Objective 
function 
Our well known linear regression hypothes is 
y = ∑ ( β x ) and our estimated fit is y =
∑ ( β x ) where x = 1 
Relation between Mean Squared Error, Bias and 
Variance 
The residual is the difference between the estimated 
value and the observed value of the dependent 
variable. The error function is defined as the sum of 
the squared residuals. There are different possible 
error functions like Squared-error loss function, 
absolute-difference loss function and 0-1 loss 
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function. Here we are discussing about squared-error 
loss function [3] 
The Error Function or the Residual sum of squares, 
also known as the squared-error loss function 
E = ∑ ( y − ŷ)  
where m is the size of our training set. 
The error function in terms of the Bias and Variation 
is give by E[(y − f(x) )] = Bias[f(x)] + Var[f(x) 
where Bias[f(x)] = E[f(x)− f(x)] 
 
Error due to Bias of the Model 
The bias is error from erroneous assumptions in the 
learning algorithm. Bias tells us how far our model 
estimated values are away from the actual or true 
values. When we use different models of different 
complexities to estimate the model parameters, we 
get different estimates for the coefficients. In general, 
less complex models underfit the data and have high 
Bias [1]. 
For example we have data set that has quadratic 
relationship between features and output variable and 
we fit a less complex model like linear fit to explain 
the relationship, the simpler model underfits the data 
set. Due to this bias, both the training and the test 
error are high. Let us show the high-bias graphically. 
 
# Error due to Bias of the model 
# Data is generated using 2-degree polynomial and a 
linear model is fit 
 
library(ggplot2) 
set.seed(111) 
n <-50 
x <-sort(runif(n, -2, 2)) 
rnd =rnorm(n,sd=3) 
y <-0.5*x +5*x^2 +20 +rnd 
df <-data.frame(x, y) 
test_data <-data.frame(x=seq(from=min(df$x), 
to=max(df$x),length.out=50)) 
test_data$y <-0.5*x +5*x^2 +20 +rnd 
fit <-lm(y ~poly(x, degree=1), data=df) 
s =summary(fit) 
data 
=data.frame(x=df$x,y=df$y,nx=test_data$x,ny=pre
dict(fit, test_data)) 
ggplot(data) 
+geom_point(aes(x=x,y=y),col=I("blue")) + 
geom_path(aes(x=nx,y=ny),col=I("red")) + 
geom_point(aes(x=nx,y=ny),col=I("red")) + 
labs(caption ="Underfit (blue dots - data,red line-
fit)") 
train_error=mean(s$residuals^2) 
test_error=mean((test_data$y -predict.lm(fit, 
test_data)) ^2) 
print(paste("Training Error: ",train_error)) 
## [1] "Training Error:  38.0515086079983" 
print(paste("Test Error    : ",test_error)) 
## [1] "Test Error    :  37.8085038091488" 
 

 

 
The above is an udnerfit example - the blue dots show 
the actual data set and the red line is our fit of lower 
order polynomial. The linear model underfits the data 
set that contains the quadratic relationship. We can 
see that our straight line fit is not able to fit our 
dataset of quadratic relationship. As a result, our test 
error is very high. Since our test does contain the 
same relationship, our straight line fit cannot fit the 
test set well and hence the test error is also very high. 
 
Error due to Variance of the model 
Variance is the change in parameter estimates from 
different data sets. When we use different input data 
sets, we will get different estimates for the model 
parameters. In other words, variance tells us how far 
our model is generalizing to different samples of the 
pupulation. If a model has high variance, the changes 
in data sets samples results in change in parameter 
estimates. In general, more complex models overfit 
the data and will have higher variance [1]. 
For example, if we have data sample that has linear 
relationship and we fit a more coplex model like 
quadratic fit to explain the relationship between the 
features and output, the complex model fits the 
training set that is used to estimate the coefficients 
well but it does not fit the test set well or does not 
generalize well. Due to this generalization issue, the 
training error is very low and test error is very high. 
Let us show this high variance graphicaly. 
 
# Overfit or variance example 
# Our data set is generated using quadratic equation 
and we fit a polynomial fo degree 15 
set.seed(111) 
n <-50 
x <-sort(runif(n, -2, 2)) 
rnd =rnorm(n,sd=3) 
y <-0.5*x +5*x^2 +20 +rnd 
df <-data.frame(x, y) 
newdata <-data.frame(x=seq(from=min(df$x), 
to=max(df$x),length.out=50)) 
test_data$y <-0.5*x +5*x^2 +20 +rnd 
fit <-lm(y ~poly(x, degree=15), data=df) 
s =summary(fit) 
data 
=data.frame(x=df$x,y=df$y,nx=test_data$x,ny=pre
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dict.lm(fit, test_data)) 
ggplot(data) 
+geom_point(aes(x=x,y=y),col=I("blue")) + 
geom_path(aes(x=nx,y=ny),col=I("red")) + 
geom_point(aes(x=nx,y=ny),col=I("red")) + 
labs(caption ="Overfit (blue dots -data,red-fit)") 

 
 
train_error=mean(s$residuals^2) 
test_error=mean((test_data$y -predict.lm(fit, 
test_data)) ^2) 
print(paste("Training Error: ",train_error)) 
## [1] "Training Error:  6.51239912864493" 
print(paste("Test Error    : ",test_error)) 
## [1] "Test Error    :  51.7556421636308" 
 
The above diagram shows a clear overfit example - 
the blue points is the actual data set and red line is our 
fit. The data set contains a quadratic relationship and 
we fit a model of complexity 15, which is clearly a 
overfit. We can see that the training error is very low 
and test error is high. 
 
The effect of Model Complexity on Bias and 
Variance 
As we keep increasing the complexity of the model, 
the training error keeps coming down while the test-
validation error decreases upto a certain point and 
then it will start increasing. This is happening 
because the model adapts very well to the training set 
at higher complexities and the training error 
continues to go down and it starts modelling the noice 
in the training set. As a result, the model cannot fit 
the test set well. 
# model complexity vs bias and variance 
# generating a data set using polynomial of degree 5 
and fitting models of different complexities fro 1 to 
20 
library("ggplot2") 
library(caret) 
## Loading required package: lattice 
set.seed(111) 
x =seq(1,1000) 
y =10 
+2*x^2+3*x^3+x^4+6*x^5+10*rnorm(length(x),10

0,1) 
data =data.frame(x,y) 
df =data.frame(x,y) 
df_train =df[1:500,] 
df_cv =df[601:900,] 
models =c() 
train_error =c(); 
cv_error =c() 
cv_error2 =c() 
test_error =c() 
iters =seq(1,20,1) 
for(i in iters) 
{ 
  model <-lm(data=df_train, y ~poly(x,i)) 
  models[[i]] <-model 
  s =summary(model) 
  train_error[[i]]=mean(s$residuals^2) 
  cv_error[[i]]=mean((df_cv$y -predict.lm(model, 
df_cv)) ^2) 
} 
data <-data.frame(model_complexity=iters, 
training_error=log10(train_error), 
test_error=log10(cv_error)) 
ggplot(data) 
+geom_path(aes(x=model_complexity,y=training_er
ror),col=I("blue")) + 
geom_point(aes(x=model_complexity,y=training_err
or),col=I("blue")) + 
geom_path(aes(x=model_complexity,y=test_error),c
ol=I("red")) + 
geom_point(aes(x=model_complexity,y=test_error),
col=I("red")) + 
labs(title ="Model Comlexity vs Mean Squared 
Error",x="Model_complexity" 
,y="traing(blue)/test(red) error") 

 
In this graph, the blue line represents the training 
error and red line represents the test error. The left 
portion of the above diagram, where the model 
complexity is very low, high bias and very low 
veriance. The training and test errors are very high 
and both are very close, indicating that a higher 
complexity model possibly can fit the data well. The 
right portion of our diagram shows a very high 
variance and low bias. The training error is very low 
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and test error is very high, indicating that a lower 
complexity model can fit the data well. This 
indicates, at some point in between, a model fits both 
training and test sets well. Our goal is to find that 
point where the bias and the variance are low. 
 
Effect of sample size on the error 
We have seen the effect of model complexity on the 
training and test errors. Along with the model 
complexity, the sample size effects training and test 
errors. Now let us study the effect of sample size on 
the error. If the sample size is very small, any model 
can fit the small training set well but it might not be 
able to generalize well. So the training error is very 
low and test error is high. In the next sections, we 
will study the effect of sample size on bias and 
variance. Also we will see how the high variance 
probems can be solved by changing the sample size. 
And also we will see that increasing the sample size 
may not solve the high bias problem. 
# sample size vs bias and variance 
# we are generating a data set using a polynomial of 
degree 2 and training it using samples of different 
sizes 
library("ggplot2") 
set.seed(111) 
x =seq(1,1000) 
y =10 +2*x+3*x^2 +rnorm(length(x)) 
df =data.frame(x,y) 
df_train =df[1:500,] 
df_cv =df[501:800,] 
models =c() 
train_error =c(); 
cv_error =c() 
test_error =c() 
sample_sizes <-c() 
i =0 
for(sample_size in seq(10,1000,200)) 
{ 
  i <-i+1 
  sample_sizes[[i]] =sample_size 
  df_train =df[1:sample_size,] 
  model <-lm(data=df_train, y ~poly(x,3)) 
  models[[i]] <-model 
  s =summary(model) 
  train_error[[i]]=mean(s$residuals^2) 
  cv_error[[i]]=mean((df_cv$y -predict.lm(model, 
df_cv)) ^2) 
} 
data <-data.frame(sample_size=sample_sizes, 
training_error=log10(train_error), 
test_error=log10(cv_error)) 
ggplot(data) 
+geom_path(aes(x=sample_size,y=training_error),co
l=I("blue")) + 
geom_point(aes(x=sample_size,y=training_error),col
=I("blue")) + 
geom_path(aes(x=sample_size,y=test_error),col=I("r
ed")) + 
geom_point(aes(x=sample_size,y=test_error),col=I("

red")) + 
labs(title ="Sample Size vs Error",x="Sample Size" 
,y="traing(blue)/test(red) error") 

 
 
Learning Curves 
A study of training error and test set errors against 
different sample sizes. We study the learning curves 
in the context of high bias or underfit scenarios and 
high variance or overfit scenarios. Learning Curves 
help us to know if our model is suffering from either 
high bias or high variance. 
Learning curve is a graph that compares the 
performance of a model on training and test data sets 
over a varying number of training instances [5]. We 
will generally see a performance increase as the 
training set size increases. When we graph the 
training and test errors separately, we get an idea of 
how well the model can generalize to the new data. 
Our main goal is to reduce the training error to the 
minimum possible extent because our training errors 
tells us how accurate is our prediction is going to be. 
In other words, how our model that is trained on the 
training set would generalize. 
 
Effect of sample size and model complexity on 
Bias and Variance 
Let us discuss the effect of sample size and model 
complexity on Bias and Variance. Our discussion is 
based on the following graph which shows the effect 
of sample size on Bias and Variance and also the 
effect of model complexity on Bias and Variance. 
library("ggplot2") 
set.seed(111) 
x =seq(1,1000) 
y =10 +2*x+3*x^2 +rnorm(length(x)) 
data =data.frame(x,y) 
df =data.frame(x,y) 
df_train =df[1:500,] 
df_cv =df[501:800,] 
models =c() 
train_error1 =c(); 
cv_error1 =c() 
test_error1 =c() 
train_error3 =c(); 
cv_error3 =c() 
test_error3 =c() 
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sample_sizes <-c() 
i =0 
for(sample_size in seq(10,1000,200)) 
{ 
  i <-i+1 
  sample_sizes[[i]] =sample_size 
  df_train =df[1:sample_size,] 
  model <-lm(data=df_train, y ~poly(x,1)) 
  models[[i]] <-model 
  s =summary(model) 
  train_error1[[i]]=mean(s$residuals^2) 
  cv_error1[[i]]=mean((df_cv$y -predict.lm(model, 
df_cv)) ^2) 
  model <-lm(data=df_train, y ~poly(x,3)) 
  models[[i]] <-model 
  s =summary(model) 
  train_error3[[i]]=mean(s$residuals^2) 
  cv_error3[[i]]=mean((df_cv$y -predict.lm(model, 
df_cv)) ^2) 
} 
data <-data.frame(sample_size=sample_sizes,  
training_error1=log10(train_error1), 
test_error1=log10(cv_error1), 
training_error3=log10(train_error3), 
test_error3=log10(cv_error3) 
                  ) 
ggplot(data) 
+geom_path(aes(x=sample_size,y=training_error1),c
ol=I("blue")) + 
geom_point(aes(x=sample_size,y=training_error1),c
ol=I("blue")) + 
geom_path(aes(x=sample_size,y=test_error1),col=I(
"red")) + 
geom_point(aes(x=sample_size,y=test_error1),col=I
("red")) + 
geom_path(aes(x=sample_size,y=training_error3),co
l=I("black")) + 
geom_point(aes(x=sample_size,y=training_error3),c
ol=I("black")) + 
geom_path(aes(x=sample_size,y=test_error3),col=I(
"grey")) + 
geom_point(aes(x=sample_size,y=test_error3),col=I
("grey")) + 
labs(title ="red-underfit, black-overfit",x="Sample 
Size" ,y="traing(blue)/test(red) error", 
caption ="Sample Size vs Mean Squared Error") 

 

In the above graph, the blue and red line are training 
and test errors for complexity 1 (linear) and black and 
grey lines are training and test errors for complexity 
3. For smaller samples, the test error is high for both 
polynomials but the training error is relatively 
smaller. As we increase the sample size, the higher 
order models generalize far better than the lower 
order polynomials. We can easily see that the higher 
sample sizes would help our models of high 
complexities (high variance). In case of high bias 
(underfit), increasing the sample size may not really 
bring the error down. The training error (blue line) 
and the test error (red line) in the above graph depicts 
this scenario. 
 
Effect of Sample size on high Bias Scenario 
As we know high bais scenarios is a case where the 
model underfits the training set. Also we know that 
training and test error are very high, though the 
training errror is smaller than the test error, in high-
bias scenario. Let us study an example where the 
sample contains a quadratic relationship and we fit a 
linear model. 
In the above diagram, the blue and red lines are for 
complexity 1. For smaller samples, the training is 
error is low and test error is high. As we increase the 
sample size, The training error increases and test 
error decrases. But both the training and test erros 
flatten and remain high as we increase the sample 
size. So in high bias scenario, increasing the sample 
will not really help us bring the error down. We 
should think of fitting a higher order polynomial to 
reduce the error. 
 
Effect of Sample size on high Variance Scenario 
As we know high variance scenarios is a case where 
the model overfits the training set. Also we know that 
training error is low and test error is very high. Let us 
study an example where the sample contains a 
quadratic relationship and we fit a cubic model. 
In the above diagram, the black and grey lines are for 
complexity 3. For smaller samples, the training is 
error is low and test error is high. As we increase the 
sample size, The training error increases slowly and 
test error decrases quickly. But both the training and 
test erros flatten and remain low as we increase the 
sample size. So in high variane scenario, increasing 
the sample will really help us bring the error down. 
 
Adding more features to reduce Bias 
Now let us study the effect of adding more features to 
a model. In the example below, we use a dataset that 
is supplied by R - this dataset contains Boston city's 
housing data. There are 13 features in all and the 
median home price is the output variable. A model 
trained on these 13 features would help us predict any 
hourse price. When we train the model using just one 
feature, both training and test errors are high 
indicating a high bias scenario. As we keep adding 
more and more features, these errors gradually 
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decrease. This shows that when the model is suffering 
from high bias, adding more features would reduce 
the high bias. 
set.seed(111) 
library(MASS) 
housing_data <-Boston 
library(caret) 
ids <-createDataPartition(housing_data$medv, 
p=0.5, list =FALSE) 
df_train =housing_data[ids,] 
df_cv =housing_data[-ids,] 
train_errors =c() 
test_errors =c() 
col_names =colnames(housing_data)[-
length(colnames(housing_data))] 
num_cols=seq(1,length(col_names),1) 
for(i in num_cols) 
{ 
  names =col_names[1:i] 
  p_names =paste(names, collapse="+") 
  fit_formula <-as.formula(paste("medv ~ ", 
paste(names, collapse="+"))) 
  model=lm(data=df_train, fit_formula) 
  s=summary(model) 
  train_error=mean(s$residuals^2) 
  test_error=mean((df_cv$medv -predict.lm(model, 
newdata=df_cv)) ^2) 
  train_errors[[i]] =train_error 
  test_errors[[i]] =test_error 
} 
data =data.frame(train_errors,test_errors) 
x_vals =num_cols 
ggplot(data) 
+geom_path(aes(x=x_vals,y=train_errors),col=I("bl
ue")) + 
geom_point(aes(x=x_vals,y=train_errors),col=I("blu
e")) + 
geom_path(aes(x=x_vals,y=test_errors),col=I("red")
) + 
geom_point(aes(x=x_vals,y=test_errors),col=I("red"
)) + 
labs(title ="Features vs errors",x="Number of 
features" ,y="traing(blue)/test(red) error") 
 

 

In the above graph, training and test errors decreased 
as we add more and more predictor variables or 
features. 
 
Removing features to reduce Variance 
When the model is suffering from high Variance due 
to too many features, we can remove some features to 
decrease variance. In the example below, we use the 
New York City's air quality data set that is provide by 
R. There are 5 features and the output variable isthe 
mean Ozone. We have simulated this scenario by 
adding a higher order polynomial term to some of the 
features. We can clearly see that after adding 
polynomial term on the feature temp to the training 
set, the model overfits the data and as a result the test 
error is increasing. When we remove such variables, 
the model would generalize well and test error would 
decrease. 
 
set.seed(111) 
require("datasets") 
data("airquality") 
library(caret) 
airquality_data <-na.omit(airquality) 
ids <-createDataPartition(airquality_data$Ozone, 
p=0.5, list =FALSE) 
df_train =airquality_data[ids,] 
full_model <-lm(data=df_train, Ozone~.) 
df_train$Temp =df_train$Temp^2 
df_cv =airquality_data[-ids,] 
train_errors =c() 
test_errors =c() 
col_names =colnames(airquality_data)[-1] 
cols=seq(1,length(col_names),1) 
for(i in cols) 
{ 
  names =col_names[1:i] 
  p_names =paste(names, collapse="+") 
  fit_formula <-as.formula(paste("Ozone ~ ", 
paste(names, collapse="+"))) 
  m_day_good=lm(data=df_train, fit_formula) 
  s=summary(m_day_good) 
  train_error=mean(s$residuals^2) 
  test_error=mean((df_cv$Ozone -
predict.lm(m_day_good, newdata=df_cv)) ^2) 
  train_errors[[i]] =train_error 
  test_errors[[i]] =test_error 
} 
full_test_errors  <-mean((df_cv$Ozone -
predict.lm(full_model, newdata=df_cv)) ^2) 
data 
=data.frame(train_errors,test_errors,full_test_errors) 
x_vals =cols 
ggplot(data) 
+geom_path(aes(x=x_vals,y=train_errors),col=I("bl
ue")) + 
geom_point(aes(x=x_vals,y=train_errors),col=I("blu
e")) + 
geom_path(aes(x=x_vals,y=test_errors),col=I("red")
) + 
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geom_point(aes(x=x_vals,y=test_errors),col=I("red"
)) + 
geom_path(aes(x=x_vals,y=full_test_errors),col=I("
black")) + 
geom_point(aes(x=x_vals,y=full_test_errors),col=I("
black")) + 
labs(title="Features vs error",x="Number of features" 
,y="traing(blue)/test(red) error") 

 
 In the above graph, the blue line is the training error, 
black line is the test error when all the features are 
included and red line is the error when we include a 
higher order polynoial term for temp which is a 
overfit. The test error (red line) is very high for the 
over fit. Replacing this quadratic feature with a the 
linear term, temp, would bring the test (black line) 
error down. 
Effect of Regularization on bias and variance 
Regularization is used to control the over fitting of 
the model by shriking the coefficients associated with 
some of the higher order terms of the model. This 
affects the bias and variance. Degree of regularization 
is controlled with the help of the regularization 
parameter λ (lambda). When the value of lambda is 

very small it is simply the high variance scenario and 
as we keep increasing the value of lambda, the 
variance decreases and bias increases. At a certain 
value of lambda, we achieve the trade off between 
Bias and Variance, which is our point of interest. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
We have discussed the Bias-Variance trade off. We 
showed that there is an impact of the model 
complexity on Bias-Variance. Also we showed that 
Sample Size has an impact on Bias-variance. We 
were able to show that increasing the sample size will 
not help when our model is suffereing from high-bias. 
Also when our model is suffering from high-variance, 
increasing the size of the sample would help reduce 
the error. Increasing the number of features will help 
our model in case of high-bias. Decreasing the 
number of features will help our model in case of 
high-variance scenario. 
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